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you can also use an emulator such as virtual basic. i have not used the powerbasic emulator yet. the
emulation has to be set to a new machine which can use win16 mode which is a 16 bit windowing

system for the mac. the time that it takes to compile a powerbasic application for windows is
between seconds to a few minutes. the compiler can be set to compile the files in a specific folder or

the compiler can be told what to do in the order in which the files appear in a file system. the
compiler is able to assemble and build a powerbasic project that makes programs work and behave

correctly on all windows platforms, as well as on windows mobile 6.0, windows phone 7.0, and
windows 8 mobile. once the embedded driver is written, and to test for it to be functional, you need
an rtos-32 simulator. before i started the actual programming, i created a starting conditions on an
rtos-32 simulator. this tool is very basic. it can only have one simulated task and it is in a busy loop.

once i had finished writing the application, i ran it on an xilinx uvision simulation software. much
more powerful, this tool provided me with more than enough answers to my questions. the xilinx
uvision software provides many different ways to control the simulation, but i have gone with the

simplest set-up. the simulator was set to simulate a particular task, and to simulate until the end of
the session. i could just stop the simulation when i wanted to continue, and set a breakpoint at the

start of the program. i could simulate away and all was well. it did not tell me anything different from
the uvision run. the only additional features that the simulator has is that you can choose the

window size. it can simulate a window size of up to 640 pixels on my machine. it is only useful if you
have a screen with a more than 640 pixels width and height, and if you have a screen with a width of

640 pixels or more. i did not see any benefit to this, but it is something to note. if you add a valid
screen name to the display, the simulator will not create an extra window for you, but it will add the
valid screen name to the display, simulating a screen with all these different configurations. you can

have it simulated any window size that you want, but the simulator is not perfect and has many
glitches that my demo application did not have.
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